
6 bedroom Villa for sale in Murla
Reference: 667588

€635,000
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Key Features

6 bedrooms
4 bathrooms
343 m2 build
10538 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: Yes

Description
Large six bedroom villa for sale in the heart of the Jalon valley, Costa Blanca.Located in a tranquil spot in the Jalon

valley this glorious six bedroom, four bathroom property with over 340m2 is ready to move into.Entering the grounds

through an electric gate the large plot of 10,538m2 is fairly flat and has potential for keeping livestock. The property is

well built using only the best materials.Entrance hallway to a spacious fully equipped kitchen that flows nicely into the

dining room and then into the living room. There is direct access from the kitchen to the south facing covered terrace.

On this floor there two double bedrooms with adjoining bathroom suite. There are two further rooms which are
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currently used as an office and workshop area but could be easily be two further bedrooms.Internal stairs lead to a

beautiful master bedroom with your own spacious balcony looking across the pool and valley. Furthermore you have

a walk-in wardrobe plus large bathroom suite with his and hers sinks. On this level there are also three double

bedrooms and a family bathroom. There is a playroom which could be another bedroom or an en-suite bathroom.The

outside is beautiful because you are surrounded by greenery and mountains and the property has sun all day long.

There are kennels already on the plot and lots of space for those who wish to have stables etc. There is a large

swimming pool 10×5 private and away from the house perfect for your summer guests and two water wells.The

property has oil central heating, double glazing, pre-installation for air-conditioning and fe...
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